BRAZILIAN SMOOTH KERATIN 500ML
BRAZILIAN SMOOTH KERATIN REDUCER is a high performance Brazilian keratin straightener that
uses the latest nanotechnology technique with a natural action reduce frizzy and ondulation up to 80%

Manufacturer:BIOKERATINE
Reference:BK H BEAUTY PUB
Price:168.00€
BRAZILIAN SMOOTH KERATIN 500ML
SMOOTH KERATIN REDUCER 500ML
INNOVATIVATION TECHNIC WITHOUT ALTERING COLORED OR BLEACHED HAIR

ORGANIC SMOOTH KERATIN TREATMENT is a high performance Brazilian keratin straightener that uses the latest
nanotechnology techniques to deliver a total penetration of capillaries; without altering the hair fibers structure, and would instead
act on the innermost part and thus more effectively rejuvenate the hair ,taming and soothing the hair, and restoring natural
movement.

ORGANIC SMOOTH KERATIN TREATMENT Purely natural ingredients extract , and no harsh chemicals use, to enable a
temporary change of the hair structure: Volume control and frizz reduction by 80%.Its action strengthens and restores the dry hair,
damaged by chemical processes (dyes, highlights, perms and external aggressions, sun, pollution, blow drying, swimming pool.
Delivering the extra shine hair and maintain the natural properties by creating a total protection on colored bleached hair long
lasting up to6months. Formula which can be customized to offer varying results·

MAKES THE DIFFERENCE…!

• Premium quality of professional hair care
• Innovation technology combined with actions.
• Organic and natural ingredients extract
• It doesn't altering the hair fibers structure
• Efficient volume & frizz reduction up to80%
• Restoring original hair fiber quality
• High quality with competitive price
* Do not diffuse smoke
* Not contain Formaldehyde
* Satisfaction guarantee

Professional use only

HOW TO APPLY
Step By Step:
Step 1: Wash hair with BK PURIFYING SHAMPOO to thoroughly clean and open cuticles, after rinsing dry well with a towel and
remove water excess with a hairdryer to 80% keep the hair lightly humid
Step 2: Make strands fin sections. Apply the?SMOOTH KERATIN?1/2 cm from roots. Use a fine comb to remove product excess
and make a linear distribution. Let acting 50 minutes,not less .
Step 3: After acting time rinse out well with warm water only! Then apply?MASK INTENSE leave 5 minutes and rinse out make a
good blow-dry and separate the hair into thin sections,
Step 4: Apply iron 7 times on (bleach and colored hair) and 10 times on natural hair for each section. For successful treatment, use
iron adapted to (230 ° C). The result Immediate. Don’t; wash the hair before the next 24 hours .
(Professional use only)
BK HAIR BEAUTY Cannot be responsible for misuse of the treatment)

Link to the product

